
  
 

TRADING IN COMMODITY FUTURES OR OPTIONS INVOLVES SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF 
LOSS. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, January 20, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWH5 589^4 S 5^0 4467 31239 -1113 Basis (H): NQ +75/+110 +110 +250/+440 

MWK5 596^0 S 5^2 1689 17213 +328 Info:   cars/train cars nom/cars 

MWN5 603^4 S 4^6 1789 9509 -427 Change:  dn 5/up 15 up 10/dn 40 unch/up 15 

MWU5 610^2 S 4^4 605 5269 -121 Mpls Truck: -35  +15 +40 

MWZ5 620^0 S 5^0 305 4394 -73 Portland (H) Jan  Feb Mar Aug (MWU) 

MWH6 629^4 S 4^2 10 905 -3 14%proBasis  +240/+250 +240/+260 +230/+270 +125/+150 

Totals:   8,865 68,541 -1409  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 2,164 Options: 151 

Receipts on the Floor:   
169 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H: 19%K: 20%N: 20% 

Spring wheat basis has now almost fully recovered from the decline 
triggered by the Nov-Dec flat price rally.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets reversed from heavy losses in early trade to close, mixed with corn up 3, wheat 4-6 
higher in Minneapolis and Chicago, KC up a penny, and soybeans down a dime.  
 
Wheat traded to a new move low of 523, reversed and closed higher, and near daily highs of a large 
17-cent range. Minneapolis wheat kept pace with Chicago, but KC lagged on both. Intermarket spreads 
seem in line with value with MW-W around 50, KW-W around 40, and MW-KW around +10. No edge.  
 
The COT report covered the week through Jan 13, which was down every day for wheat with losses 
over the period about 45 cents for WH. As expected index fund liquidation was noted to the tune of 
7,000 contracts, much of which traded against managed money short covering. Managed money long 
liquidation was less than expected as a result, down 10,500 gross but just 5,000 net. Commercials 
were buyers of 13,000 SRW, 7,000 HRW, and 4,300 DNS on the flat price decline.  
 
Wheat seems to be getting pretty cheap and today’s action could signal a short-term bottom if 
confirmed with a higher close tomorrow.  
 
Calendar spreads remain firm in all three wheat contracts as the decline in futures values has shut off 
farmer selling, supporting basis.  
 
WN-WZ and KW N-Z both appear cheap. WN/WZ is trading -19.75, about 80% of storage, and KW N/Z 
is trading -25, about 56% of storage. It seems too early for these generous carries given sharply lower 
planted acreage, the poor establishment of FSU winter wheat crops, and the current environment of 
trade restrictions in Russia.  
 
There were headline reports of escalated military conflict between Ukrainian and Russian forces in 
Donetsk. I don’t see a compelling reason to be short wheat here but then again, we are just at the 
mercy of the technical momentum guys these days.  

–Austin Damiani 


